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Answers to Why a sustainable future means shopping like our grandparents

it’s time to revisit

We must look again at doing this

have been popping up

Have been appearing over the last

a three month pop-up

A temporary store/shop that will be there for 3
months

DIY classes

instruction on do-it-yourself

we lug home

carry (heavy loads) to our house

clogging up

blocking or holding up progress

it’s projected that

people say that this will happen

a carrier bag

a shopping bag, usually made from plastic or paper

the odd carrot

just one or two carrots

staggering

amazing, astonishing

that ends up in the bin

that is thrown away

cardboard boxes of salad to measure out

cardboard boxes which fix the quantities on sale

delis

short for delicatessen

we can do away with

we can get rid of; we can reject

from down the road

locally sourced

They worked together to create a demographic and
a demand for their product

Their team worked to make a section of the
population wish for or need what they made.

a zero waste aisle

a corridor in the supermarket with food that does not
cause any waste at all

cookie cutter town centres

town centres that look exactly the same as many
others. [a cookie cutter is a device used to cut
pastry into the shapes for cookies (or biscuits)]

thrives on celebrating what’s local

succeeds very well on promoting local produce and
services

raising our local brewed ale to the past

toasting what has happened [“to raise a glass” = to
toast; to drink to something]
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